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The rapid development and wide application of distributed network systems have made network 97 
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Executive Summary 156 

Access control is concerned with determining the allowed activities of legitimate users and 157 
mediating every attempt by a user to access a resource in the system. The objectives of an access 158 
control system are often described in terms of protecting system resources against inappropriate 159 
or undesired user access. From a business perspective, this objective could just as well be described 160 
in terms of the optimal sharing of information. As current information systems evolve to be more 161 
lightweight, pervasive, and interactive network architectures such as Cloud and Internet of Things 162 
(IoT), there is need for an access control mechanism to support the requirements of 163 
decentralization, scalability, and trust for accessing objects, which is challenging for traditional 164 
mechanisms.   165 
 166 
Blockchains are tamper evident and tamper resistant blocks (digital ledgers) implemented in a 167 
distributed fashion (i.e., without a central repository) and usually without a central authority (i.e., 168 
a bank, company, or government). It uses replicated, shared, and synchronized digital blocks 169 
between the users of a private or public distributed computer network located in different sites or 170 
organizations. Blockchain can be utilized for access control systems as a trustable alternative for 171 
a single entity/organization or a member of a large-scale system to enforce access control policies. 172 
The robust, distributed nature of blockchain technology can address issues in overcoming the 173 
limitations of traditional access control systems in a more decentralized and efficient way. It is 174 
supported by the following infrastructural properties that are not included in traditional access 175 
control mechanisms unless specifically implemented: 176 
 177 

• Tamper evident and tamper resistant design prevents access control data (i.e., attributes, 178 
policy rules, environment conditions, and access request) and access control logs (i.e., 179 
request permissions, and previous access control data) from alternation and reduces the 180 
probability of frauds. 181 

• Decentralized control of authorization processing and the storage of access control 182 
data/logs has no single point of failure, thus providing more system tolerance and 183 
availability. 184 

• The traceability of blocks allows access control data/logs and system states to be seen and 185 
tracked.  186 

• The execution of arbitrary programs in smart contracts allows for controls on distributed 187 
access control data and authorization processes.  188 

• Consensus mechanisms and protocols regulate the participating access control 189 
entities/organizations jointly in determining policy rules through blocks or smart contracts.  190 

  191 
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1 Introduction 211 

Access Control (AC) is concerned with determining the allowed activities of legitimate users and 212 
mediating every attempt by a user to access a resource in the system. The objectives of an AC 213 
system are often described in terms of protecting system resources against inappropriate or 214 
undesired user access. From a business perspective, this objective could just as well be described 215 
in terms of the optimal sharing of information [IR7316]. As current information systems evolve to 216 
be more lightweight, pervasive, and interactive network architectures such as Cloud and Internet 217 
of Things (IoT), there is need for an AC mechanism to support the requirements of decentralization, 218 
scalability, and trust for accessing objects, which is challenging for traditional mechanisms.   219 
 220 
Blockchains are tamper evident and tamper resistant blocks (digital ledgers) implemented in a 221 
distributed fashion (i.e., without a central repository) and usually without a central authority (i.e., 222 
a bank, company, or government). It uses replicated, shared, and synchronized digital blocks 223 
between the users of a private or public distributed computer network located in different sites or 224 
organizations. A block links to the previous blocks by containing a cryptographic hash summary 225 
of the previous block’s contents, thus making the blockchain tamper resistant and tamper evident 226 
properties (because to change a block, one must then change all subsequent blocks that follow it). 227 
A linked list of blocks i.e., a blockchain typically has no central control authority utilizes a 228 
decentralized consensus mechanism for reliable data transaction. A smart contracts contract is a 229 
transaction protocol that executes the terms of a contract (such as payment term, lien, 230 
confidentiality, and even enforcement) on a blockchain via code that is deployed to and executed 231 
by blockchain nodes. The main purpose of smart contracts is to satisfy common contractual 232 
conditions, minimize exceptions (both malicious and accidental), and the need for trusted 233 
intermediaries. [IR8020] Every blockchain node that executes the smart contract should arrive at 234 
the same result given the same input. 235 
 236 
 237 
Blockchain can be utilized for AC systems as a trustable alternative for a single entity/organization 238 
or a member of a large-scale system to enforce AC policies. The robust, distributed nature of 239 
blockchain technology can address issues in overcoming the limitations of traditional AC systems 240 
in a more decentralized and efficient way. It is supported by the following infrastructural properties 241 
that are not included in traditional AC mechanisms unless specifically implemented: 242 
 243 

• Tamper evident and tamper resistant design prevents AC data (i.e., attributes, policy rules, 244 
environment conditions, and access request) and AC logs (i.e., request permissions, and 245 
previous AC data) from alternation and reduces the probability of frauds. 246 

• Decentralized control of authorization processing and the storage of AC data/logs has no 247 
single point of failure, thus providing more system tolerance and availability. 248 

• The traceability of blocks allows AC data/logs and system states to be seen and tracked.  249 
• The execution of arbitrary programs in smart contracts allows for controls on distributed 250 

AC data and authorization processes.  251 
• Consensus mechanisms and protocols regulate the participating AC entities/organizations 252 

jointly in determining policy rules through blocks or smart contracts.  253 
 254 
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Blockchain properties provide improvements of security, flexibility, scalability. The integrity, and 255 
confidentiality for AC data/logs and processes over traditional AC systems by allowing 256 
organizations to verify and audit AC data transactions and processes to track the states of their AC 257 
systems hosted on distributed sites [SP162]. 258 
 259 
This document presents analyses of blockchain AC systems from the perspectives of properties, 260 
components, architectures, and model supports, as well as discussions on considerations for 261 
implementation. Sections included are:  262 

• Section 1 is the introduction.  263 
• Section 2 describes blockchain system components and their advantages over traditional 264 

AC systems.  265 
• Section 3 illustrates the architecture of AC basic functions for blockchain systems. 266 
• Section 4 demonstrates blockchain AC system supports for AC policy models.  267 
• Section 5 discusses considerations for the implementation of blockchain AC systems.  268 
• Section 6 is the conclusion. 269 
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2 Blockchain System Components and Advantages for Access Control 270 
Systems 271 

Blockchain systems provide an alternative (or complimentary) system for reliability, security, 272 
accountability, and scalability for AC systems. Blockchain characteristics such as, transparency, 273 
distributed computing/storage and a tamper evident/tamper resistance design help to prevent AC 274 
data from being modified by malicious users for unauthorized accesses, and access logs are 275 
recorded in blocks which to allow for the detection of malicious activities. Blockchain system 276 
components and their advantages for AC systems are:  277 
 278 

• Node is an individual computer system within a blockchain network. It can act as an AC 279 
system’s entity or organization; it is called AC node within the AC network. AC nodes 280 
including lightweight nodes (i.e., a node that does not store or maintain a copy of the 281 
blockchain), full nodes (i.e., a node that stores the entire blockchain and ensures that 282 
transactions are valid), and publishing nodes (i.e., a full node that also publishes new 283 
blocks). Lightweight nodes must pass their transactions to full nodes. Depending on the 284 
design of the AC system, AC nodes can act as a host server for AC data (e.g., 285 
subjects/object attributes, environment conditions, and policy rules) or as administrators 286 
for AC policy management and enforcement.  287 
 288 

• Block contains trustable and tamper resistant AC data as well as a history of access logs 289 
without third parties or centralized management. Distributed blocks solve the single point 290 
of failure problem and provide information for distributed architectures, which often 291 
involve a much larger set of AC entities or organization. Distributed ownership of blocks 292 
is necessary because of possible trust, security, and reliability concerns that are associated 293 
with the centralized management of AC enforcement or AC data ownership [IR8202]. 294 
 295 

• Blockchain servers are not only a repository of AC data and logs of blocks but can also 296 
store objects. Even though blockchain contents are tamper evident and tamper resistant, 297 
[Kuhn] proposed a data structure with similar features to a blockchain, the data block 298 
matrix data structure, that allows for the deletion of arbitrary records and preserves hash-299 
based integrity assurance that other blocks are unchanged. Such a feature may be 300 
incorporated into AC systems that require integrity and privacy protection such that 301 
organizations or users are able to delete all information related to a particular access request.  302 
 303 

• A consensus mechanism ensures that only valid transactions are recorded on the 304 
blockchain. Different kinds of consensus mechanisms can be used for AC systems, 305 
including proof of work (PoW), proof of stake (PoS), and single committee-based [LQLL]. 306 
For mandatory AC (MAC) policies, the integrity and consistency of AC administrations 307 
are maintained by consensus mechanisms configured for permissioned blockchains. 308 
Consensus mechanisms configured for permissionless blockchains are crucial for 309 
discretional AC (DAC) policies due to the dynamic management requirement for 310 
scalability and decentralization of the system.  311 
 312 
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• A smart contract is an event-driven computer program distributed to and executed by AC 313 
nodes to facilitate and enforce AC processes (i.e., authorization processes and AC data 314 
transitions) between them without going through a trusted third party. A smart contract can 315 
perform calculations, store data in storage spaces, expose environment conditions to reflect 316 
the current system state via callable functions, and – if appropriate –  automatically send 317 
data or function calls to other smart contracts [IR8202]. Adding a smart contract to a block 318 
means executing code and updating the AC state (i.e., previous access permissions, 319 
environment conditions, and system status) accordingly [DMMR]. The smart contract code 320 
is also tamper-evident and tamper-resistant. It is copied to each AC node to reduce human 321 
error and avoid disputation, thus providing a secure way to specify AC policies and 322 
transform the authorization process into a distributed execution [KLG]. Such a capability 323 
works especially well for a system that requires each distributed AC entity to perform local 324 
authorization so that the authorization chain can be verified in a decentralized manner.  325 

 326 
Blockchain systems’ decentralized storage of AC data and the delegation of authorization 327 
processes not only optimize performance and cost of an AC system but also help avoid single 328 
points of failure and many-to-one traffic problems for highly dynamic and scalable systems (e.g., 329 
cloud, grid, IoT). This is especially true for AC systems that enforce attribute-based policy models, 330 
such as RBAC [FK] and ABAC [SP162], where the AC data management and policy enforcement 331 
are traditionally administrated by a central server. Blockchain also allows for AC log information 332 
collection and replicates data among AC nodes in a transparent and trustworthy way with a 333 
verifiable and secure records. The following blockchain capabilities are not generally supported 334 
by traditional, centrally controlled AC mechanisms: 335 
 336 

• Removes control from a centralized system and provides flexibility in AC data 337 
management and AC processes, such as workflow control or localization control, thus, 338 
avoids possible leakages or faults of access privileges by excessive powers of centralized 339 
server [LOLL] 340 

 341 
• Increases performance for managing a large number of subjects and objects, such as IoT 342 

AC systems, where each IoT device is an AC node of an AC entity or organization 343 
 344 

• Allows for the enforcement of flexible, fine-grained, and responsive policy by transferring 345 
or propagating access privileges from one AC node to others through smart contract 346 
functions 347 

 348 
• Supports communication between subjects, AC administrators, and protocols for the 349 

administration of heterogeneous AC policies and security analysis 350 
 351 

• Avoids tampering and single points of failure (e.g., caused by network attacks like DDoS) 352 
to increase integrity, availability, and traceability [GBHC] through recording, distributing, 353 
and storing AC data and log information in the blockchain. However, as all subjects can 354 
see all entries in the blockchain, privacy can be an issue for this capability.  355 

 356 
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• Dispenses heavy and complex authorization or management tasks between AC nodes to 357 
enhance performance and scalability, as well as decrease the cost and responsibility of 358 
administration traditionally assigned to central or third-party services. 359 
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3 Access Control Functions of Blockchain AC Systems  360 

This section examines an integration of access control functional components and a blockchain 361 
framework in support of ABAC. Extensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) 362 
[XACML] and Next Generation Access Control (NGAC) [INCITS] are two ABAC standards that 363 
could serve as a basis for this discussion. See [SP162] for a detailed comparison. Both standards 364 
encompass four layers of functional decomposition: Enforcement, Decision, Administration, and 365 
Access Control Data. Unfortunately, XACML and NGAC achieve this decomposition by 366 
involving components with often similar names but apply different access control data types, 367 
provide different interfaces, and result in different functional outcomes. To avoid confusion, the 368 
remainder of this section applies XACML’s reference architecture, as an example ABAC 369 
integration use case. 370 
 371 
The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) standard 372 
XACML proposes basic processing entities for AC systems. Each entity handles a different stage 373 
of processing a user’s access request, as shown in Figure 1. These functional components may be 374 
physically and logically separated and distributed rather than centralized, such as several 375 
functional “points” that are the service node for retrieval and management of the policy, along with 376 
some logical components for handling the context or workflow of AC data retrieval and assessment. 377 
 378 

 379 

Figure 1 – XACML Architecture 381 

In a blockchain AC system, these function points can be performed by an individual or 382 
combination of blockchain system components. The following describes the five basic XACML 383 
function points and their implementations by blockchain AC components.  384 

 385 
1. Policy Administration Point (PAP): Provides a user interface for creating, testing, and 386 

debugging policies, as well as storing these policies in the appropriate repository. PAP can 387 
be created and maintained by AC nodes or smart contracts that are coded to access AC 388 
policies, depending on where the source of the AC data is maintained. 389 

 390 
2. Policy Information Point (PIP): Serves as the source of subject/object attributes or 391 

environment condition data required for policy evaluation to provide the information 392 
needed by the PDP to make the authorization decisions. PIP can be performed in AC nodes, 393 
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coded in smart contracts that are coded to access AC data, or hosted in an off-chain 394 
processor, depending on where the source of the AC data is maintained. 395 
 396 

3. Policy Retrieval Point (PRP): Where the policies are stored and fetched by the PDP. As 397 
PIP depends on where the source of AC data is maintained, the PRP can be implemented 398 
in AC nodes, coded in smart contracts, or hosted in an off-chain system, depending on 399 
where the source of the policy rules is maintained [IR7874]. 400 
 401 

4. Policy Decision Point (PDP): Computes access decisions by evaluating the applicable 402 
policies based on information provided by PIP and PRP. One of the main functions of the 403 
PDP is to mediate or deconflict policy rules. PDP can be coded in a smart contract, into 404 
distributed executions, or performed by AC nodes. 405 
 406 

5. Policy Enforcement Point (PEP): Making decision requests and enforcing authorization 407 
decisions made by PDP. PEP can be performed by AC nodes that contain objects, smart 408 
contracts that are coded to access objects, or by an off-chain processor. 409 

 410 
The basic AC function points can be processed through the uploading and updating of AC data to 411 
execute AC processes, smart contract functions, or even off-chain processes, depending on 412 
security/performance requirements and resource availability of the AC system. Figure 2 illustrates 413 
examples of different assignments of function points in blockchain AC systems. Each function 414 
point in a picture is labeled (in blue) alongside the performing blockchain component.  415 
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 417 
Figure 2a – Example 1 of access control function points implemented in a blockchain system 418 

 419 
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 421 
Figure 2b – Example 2 of access control function points implemented in a blockchain system 422 

 423 
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 425 
Figure 2c –Example 3 of access control function points implemented in a blockchain system 426 

 427 
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Figure 2d – Example 4 of access control function points implemented in a blockchain system 429 

Figure 2 – Examples of access control function points implemented in blockchain systems 430 

A centralized management AC system, as shown in Figure 2a, requires the blockchain to play the 431 
role of a trusted storage of AC data such that most function points are hosted in a lightweight node 432 
connected to the blockchain to obtain the AC data and current system states. However, it still 433 
inherits the shortcomings of centralization, such as the problem of a single point of failure. In 434 
contrast, Figure 2d shows how the AC system requires decentralized management and adopts 435 
blockchain as a trusted platform to maximize system availability and minimize the possibility of 436 
AC data forgery and tampering. All function points, except for PAP, are implemented in the 437 
blockchain (with smart contracts) that also stores AC data. For this implementation, AC policy 438 
administrators use a publishing node for policy management, and subjects use lightweight nodes 439 
for access requests that will be processed by smart contracts, thereby ensuring that it can be 440 
processed promptly. For conciseness, Figure 2 examples address both the subject and object 441 
attributes associated with the policies (i.e., stored and managed by the same authority). Otherwise, 442 
they can be separately administrated by PIP and PRP either in or out of the chain hosts, as shown 443 
in Figure 3 – an example of options for a federated AC system.  444 
 445 
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Figure 3a – Attribute source is out of the chain 447 
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Figure 3b – Attribute source is in the chain 449 

Figure 3 – Examples of Figure 2d with attribute source options 450 

Architectures for blockchain AC systems offer flexibility based on the AC policy models enforced, 451 
such as separate blockchain networks for the separation of duty (SoD) policy model or external 452 
expansion of the AC system, which connects off-chain oracles for accessing AC data provided by 453 
third parties. Note that the architecture of a blockchain AC system is independent from the AC 454 
policy models (e.g., ABAC, RBAC, CBAC [Capability Bases AC] [GPR]) that the AC system 455 
intends to apply. For example, if a CBAC model is applied, then the policy rules in Figure 2 should 456 
be replaced by access tokens.  457 

To ensure AC data security, functions to satisfy the following three security requirements may also 458 
need to be included [SP205]:  459 

1. The semantic and syntactic correctness (i.e., veracity of AC data) needs to be ensured or 460 
trusted. If such data is from out-of-the-chain sources, an authority for oracle needs to be 461 
applied to validate and oversee the correctness of the data. However, if it is provided by 462 
different AC nodes, then multiple authorities working in coordination can take part in 463 
validating different sources or functions embedded in smart contracts need to be developed 464 
for the tasks [GMS]. 465 
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 466 
2. In addition to secure transmission and repositories of AC data in the blockchain, to further 467 

avoid compromising the data integrity and confidentiality, inherited hash cypher schemes 468 
may be required to avoid exposing vulnerabilities or other types of malicious actions 469 
performed by unauthorized entities in AC notes or smart contracts. Smart contracts may 470 
also be created to define the secure communications between AC notes for AC data owners, 471 
creators, or managers.  472 

3. Cache synchronization and failover/backup capabilities for readiness of the AC system, 473 
which refers to the frequency of refresh for AC data change. A blockchain AC system 474 
needs to adequately perform AC data update and retrieval frequencies to ensure that a 475 
recent set of AC data in question is cached in the blockchain if the most current AC data 476 
from authoritative sources or repositories cannot be accessed during an emergency (e.g., 477 
low bandwidth, loss of service). 478 

  479 
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4 Access Control Model Support 480 

AC systems are basically categorized as Discretionary AC (DAC), which leaves a certain amount 481 
of AC to the discretion of the object’s owner or anyone else who is authorized to control the 482 
object’s access. In general, all AC policies other than DAC are grouped under the category of non-483 
discretionary AC (NDAC). As the name implies, policies in this category have rules that are not 484 
established at the discretion of the user. NDAC establishes controls that can only be changed 485 
through administrative action, not by subjects. For example, a capability list is a popular model of 486 
DAC, and IBAC [IR7316], RBAC, ABAC, and CBAC models are popular examples of NDAC. 487 
In general, permissionless blockchains are suitable for DAC implementations, and permissioned 488 
blockchains are preferred for NDAC implementations for their control mechanisms.  489 
 490 
As the mandatory nature of NDAC, consensus mechanisms of permissioned blockchains are 491 
mostly required so that only permitted AC administrators or security officials are allowed to create 492 
and modify AC rules through the restricted publishing of AC nodes, such that the consensus 493 
mechanism is restricted to general subjects. Note that the coordination of the permitted AC nodes 494 
can be centrally managed by a designed AC node, out-of-the-chain process, or through smart 495 
contracts published by authorized administrators.  496 
 497 
For DAC policy models, the consensus mechanism configured for permissionless blockchain 498 
needs to be available to all authenticated subjects, who are usually also object owners and who can 499 
use publishing AC nodes for managing policy for the authorized objects. However, for a large 500 
number of subjects, the mechanism needs to consider performance and operation requirements. 501 
For example, in general service environments, the consensus mechanism needs to be fair for 502 
generating and updating AC data for all publishing or full AC nodes. The system also needs to 503 
ensure that AC nodes can only manage policy rules associated with the object owned by the subject.  504 
 505 
An example policy model that supports NDAC for resource-constrained devices (e.g., size, battery 506 
energy, processing speed) on an IoT network is the CBAC, which is relatively lightweight because 507 
it uses a communicable and unforgeable token for access rights associated with devices. If the 508 
CBAC is implemented by a traditional AC mechanism, it is inefficient to satisfy AC data 509 
management and AC processes due to the scale and heterogeneity of IoT devices. The reason for 510 
this is that tokens can only be granted to one subject, which makes them difficult to specify 511 
centrally and in advance. Further, devices have to use tools provided by a central AC server or a 512 
third party to manage their AC data, which may end up with a single point of failure and privilege 513 
leakages [BXANL]. These issues can be eliminated by the blockchain system where tokens for 514 
AC data management and AC processes are distributed to each IoT device hosted in an AC node.  515 
 516 
[PDA] published a survey of blockchain AC systems compared to traditional AC mechanisms for 517 
the implementations of RBAC, ABAC, and CBAC policy models for the IoT AC system. As 518 
shown in Table 1, the survey presents capabilities to satisfy the listed general requirements of IoT 519 
networks, including scalability, ease of use, data trust, security, and cross-domain control, which 520 
are also applicable to other AC systems that enforce the policy models. 521 
 522 
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Table 1 Comparison of IoT AC system capabilities for general access control requirements by blockchain 523 
and traditional mechanisms enforcing RBAC, ABAC, and CBAC policy models 524 

 525 
AC 

Requirements 
Capabilities of traditional AC mechanisms 

implementing AC policy models (in 
parenthesis) 

Capabilities of Blockchain AC 
systems implementing any of 

the RBAC, ABAC, CBAC models 
Scalability Low (RBAC) , Medium (ABAC), High (CBAC) High 
Ease of use Medium (RBAC), High (ABAC, CBAC) High 
Architecture Centralized (RBAC, ABAC), Distributed (CBAC) Distributed 
Data Trust Low (CBAC), Medium (ABAC), High (RBAC) High 
Continual 
Control 

Medium (RBAC), High (ABAC, CABC) High 

Security Low (CBAC), Medium (ABAC), High (RBAC) High 
Cross-domain 
AC 

Yes (CBAC), No (RBAC, ABAC) Yes 

 526 
In addition to the static policy models listed in Table 1, dynamic policy models can also be 527 
supported through smart contracts. For example, historical policies regulate access permissions by 528 
historical access states or recorded and predefined series of events. The representative models for 529 
this type of AC policy are Chinese Wall and Workflow [IR7316], which can be best described by 530 
synchronous or direct specification and expressions of a finite state model. For instance, a 531 
synchronous algorithm specified a policy of Chinese Wall model where there are three conflict of 532 
interest groups – C1, C2, and C3 – for the access of object groups O1 and O2. Instead, implemented 533 
in a traditional AC mechanism that relies on a central process to monitor each transition of the 534 
entire AC states, the blockchain AC system can specify and enforce the policy via smart contracts, 535 
which every AC node can execute to maintain the policy states. The following is an example 536 
algorithm for the smart contract code for the Chinese Wall policy model. 537 
 538 
Contract Chinese_Wall { 539 

Public variables { 540 
next_state {1,2,3}:= 1; 541 
subject_attribute {C1, C2, C3}; 542 
object_attribute {O1, O2}; 543 
permission {grant, deny}; 544 
// a FSM of state, subject attribute, object attribute, and permission // 545 

 } 546 
 Function Public Access (state, subject attribute, object attribute) { 547 

IF next_state == 1; 548 
CASE { 549 

subject _attribute == C1 AND object_ attribute == O1: next_state =2; 550 
permission = grant; 551 
subject _attribute == C2 AND object_ attribute == O1: next_state =2; 552 
permission = grant; 553 
subject _attribute == C3 AND object_ attribute == O1: next_state =2; 554 
permission = grant; 555 
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subject _attribute == C1 AND object_ attribute == O2: next_state =3; 556 
permission = grant; 557 
subject _attribute == C2 AND object_ attribute == O2: next_state =3; 558 
permission = grant; 559 
subject _attribute == C3 AND object_ attribute == O2: next_state =3; 560 
permission = grant; 561 
OTHERWISE: permission = deny;   562 

  } 563 
IF next_state == 2; 564 
CASE { 565 

subject _attribute == C1 AND object_ attribute == O1: next_state =2; 566 
permission = grant; 567 
subject _attribute == C2 AND object_ attribute == O 1: next_state =2; 568 
permission = grant; 569 
subject _attribute == C3 AND object_ attribute == O 1: next_state =2; 570 
permission = grant; 571 
OTHERWISE: permission = deny;  572 

  }  573 
IF next_states == 3; 574 
CASE { 575 

subject _attribute == C1 AND object_ attribute == O2: next_state =3; 576 
permission = grant; 577 
subject _attribute == C2 AND object_ attribute == O2: next_state =3; 578 
permission = grant; 579 
subject _attribute == C3 AND object_ attribute == O2: next_state =3; 580 
permission = grant; 581 
OTHERWISE: permission = deny;  582 

  } 583 
  ELSE permission = deny; 584 

RETURN permission; 585 
 } 586 
} 587 

  588 
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5 Considerations  589 

This section discusses considerations for the implementation of the blockchain AC system from 590 
the perspectives of management, security, privacy, performance, and standardization of AC 591 
systems.  592 
 593 
5.1 Management Considerations 594 

Blockchain AC system management needs to coordinate with the business and resource 595 
requirements of the system. For instance, a federated AC system may spread over multiple 596 
organizations for cooperation and communication between participating organizations. Hence, AC 597 
policies needs to be flexible and fine-grained. A blockchain AC system can transform the policy 598 
evaluation process to executable smart contracts so that each organization can control its own 599 
system while communicating with other federated organizations. Optionally, some federation 600 
scheme may use the blockchain as a database for storing only the policies but not use the 601 
blockchain for access enforcement, such that PDP and PEP functions are performed off-the-chain. 602 
However, the main problems of the traditional mechanism, like single point of failure, will be 603 
inherited [GBHC]. 604 
 605 
Another challenge of managing blockchain AC systems is to develop a trust management and 606 
evaluation framework for the decentralization of constrained resource systems, such as an IoT 607 
network, where each AC node embedded in a device has limited battery power, memory capacity, 608 
and processing speed, and it is often impossible to store extensive interaction history or employ 609 
heavy-weight security functions (e.g., microservice of mesh service for SecDevOps 610 
implementation).  611 
 612 
General AC management requirements, such as allowing runtime policy rule changes and policy 613 
administration delegation, may further complicate the design of the blockchain AC system, 614 
especially the consensus mechanisms and smart contract functions [IR7874]. 615 
 616 
5.2 Security Considerations 617 

Any vulnerability of a blockchain AC system on the level of the entire system or an underlying 618 
function of a smart contract can be hacked (e.g., reentrancy vulnerability) or misused. For instance, 619 
the publicly available smart contract’s byte code might generate erroneous system state data that 620 
will be securely logged on the blockchain. The only way to fix errors is to delete, correct, and 621 
redeploy the entire smart contract. Thus, it is necessary that smart contracts are correctly deployed 622 
(i.e., they work as intended by the developer and cannot be exploited by attackers).  623 
 624 
Optimizing smart contract codes can effectively reduce potential vulnerabilities and ensure the 625 
efficient execution of contracts. For instance, running smart contracts in parallel can speed up 626 
contract execution but requires the consideration of how to execute contracts that depend on each 627 
other at the same time (especially for dynamic AC policy models). Further, smart contracts might 628 
require communicating with out-of-chain services, such as receiving AC data from a PIP host, and 629 
reliance on oracle of off-chain resources from trusted third parties to retrieve the data and then 630 
push them to the blockchain at predetermined times. Although existing oracles are well-tested, 631 
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their use may introduce a potential point of failure (e.g., an oracle might be unable to push out or 632 
provide erroneous data) [KLG].  633 
 634 
Due to the tamper evident and tamper resistant design of blockchain systems, the system 635 
performance evaluation should include extensive and possibly expensive reviews of the smart 636 
contract performed by experts before its deployment [SGLSFB et al., KLG]. If smart contracts are 637 
required to provide a way to report and correct any errors, then the system should allow actions to 638 
nullify and replace a smart contract. 639 
 640 
Protocol of the consensus mechanism is another security concern of vulnerability. For example, 641 
PoS mechanisms are vulnerable to attacks such as nothing-at-stake, grinding, long-range, and stake 642 
bleeding attacks. PoW and PoS mechanisms may cause low throughput and long transaction 643 
confirmation delay, leading to weak consistency problems because an AC process cannot be 644 
finalized until its block reaches a certain depth in the blockchain. These might degrade the 645 
performance of AC process, so consistency – including common-prefix, chain growth, and chain 646 
quality properties of the consensus mechanism – needs to be considered [PDA]. 647 
 648 
5.3 Privacy Considerations 649 

Storing AC data and logs on the blockchain raises questions of privacy as all subjects can see all 650 
entries, and auditable access history in the blockchain can violate user privacy. If regulations 651 
require AC data owners who are accountable for all data privacy, then instead of storing private 652 
data on the blockchain, consider storing index numbers that are tied to private data in an off-the-653 
chain system. Thus, subjects can own, secure, and even delete their privacy data. Otherwise, 654 
methods or tools facilitating cryptography need to be considered for privacy protection [GT]. 655 
 656 
5.4 Performance Considerations 657 

The performance of a blockchain AC system should consider process throughput and confirmation 658 
delay. The former refers to the number of AC access requests/processes that the AC system can 659 
confirm per unit time (e.g., the Ethereum blockchain can verify 14 transactions per second, which 660 
is slow compared to Visa, which can handle up to 24,000 transactions per second), while the latter 661 
measures the time it takes for them to be finalized. A blockchain AC system may generate a large 662 
volume of access requests that need to be processed and handled or a large number of AC nodes 663 
that generate a large amount of data to form an oversized chain (e.g., IoT AC system) [ZZH]. In 664 
such cases, AC requests/processes may be constrained by the fact that blockchain data can only be 665 
added, not deleted. Due to the scalability limitation of the block memory size, a reduction in 666 
performance (bottleneck for the end users) is inevitable. The consequences will be increased 667 
synchronization time, increased commission fees (if required), and increased time to confirm an 668 
AC request/process [PDA, KLG].   669 
 670 
Scalability is another performance concern, and one of the major affecting factors is the consensus 671 
mechanism’s consistency and liveness. Consistency means that legitimate AC nodes have an 672 
identical view of the AC system state, and liveness means that a valid AC process is sure to be 673 
processed and written on the blockchain for a certain period. To address these issues, consensus 674 
mechanism can be adjusted to decrease resource consumption, especially for resource-constrained 675 
AC systems such as IoT AC systems (it has some disadvantages on security regarding to 676 
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immutability). For example, for the AC system uses a permissionless type of blockchain. Although 677 
the PoW algorithm enables security in the blockchain, it wastes resources. Thus, consider 678 
switching from the PoW algorithm to others, such as proof-of-activity (PoA) or delegated proof-679 
of-stake (DPoS), that can improve scalability as well as lower fees and energy costs (if required) 680 
for AC processes [GBHC, KLG]. The selection of consensus mechanisms also needs to comply 681 
with the AC policy models applied. 682 
 683 
As a result, a blockchain AC system must consider hardware limitations in order to economically 684 
design an architecture for its memory that is lightweight with limited computing power and storage 685 
capabilities, especially for systems with massive AC nodes. Considerations must also include a 686 
fast response consensus mechanism to comply with performance requirements. 687 
 688 
5.5 Standardization Considerations  689 

A blockchain AC system may handle a variety of devices, infrastructures, and governments. For 690 
example, a system has different types of AC data (e.g., types of subject or object attribute values) 691 
or proprietary protocols between AC nodes that make it difficult to communicate using a single 692 
blockchain platform. Thus, assurance and standardization of the guidelines allow for universal 693 
acceptance of the AC data and smart contracts for AC processing [RGD, PDA].   694 
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6  Conclusion  695 

The rapid development and wide application of distributed network systems have made network 696 
security – especially access control and data privacy – ever more important. Blockchain 697 
technology offers features such as decentralization, high confidence, and tamper-resistance, which 698 
are advantages to solving auditability, resource consumption, scalability, central authority, and 699 
trust issues – all of which are challenges for network access control by traditional mechanisms. 700 
Blockchain is particularly applicable to access control for network systems, where authorization 701 
processes are based on subject and object attribute data, because it improves security, flexibility 702 
and scalability for management, and enforcement of access control data and processes. It also 703 
improves the capability of organizations to verify and audit access control processes with function 704 
calls to track the global access control system state. Blockchain system components can function 705 
as a resource repository or executable process, allowing it to be neutral for access control policy 706 
models. As blockchain access control systems address some challenges from traditional 707 
mechanisms, the management, security, privacy, performance, and standardization of the 708 
implementation need to be considered. 709 
 710 
This document presents general information for blockchain access control systems from the views 711 
of blockchain system properties, components, functions, and supports for access control policy 712 
models. Considerations for implementing blockchain AC systems are also included.   713 
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